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Preface

Preface

Laser-induced graphene has rapidly become a highly practiced
technique among researchers. It allows one to make graphene using
the simplest of tools. No laboratory is needed. No wet chemicals are
needed. No particular surface is needed. No knowledge of chemistry
or physics is even needed. One can select any one of a number of
surfaces, as simple as cotton or a potato skin, and make graphene in
a matter of seconds. The only tool needed is a laser scriber like the
one used in any machine shop, even an elementary school machine
shop. Just place the material in the
laser scriber, adjust the focus as we
describe in the last chapter of this
book, and seconds later anyone can
start drawing any pattern desired of
conductive lines of graphene foam.
Shown here is a picture that some
students made of one of the authors,
out of laser-induced graphene, by just
converting a photograph to an image
file that can be easily mapped by the
laser scriber on cotton paper. It’s that
simple.
This has opened the door for mechanical engineers to
make graphene and then apply their advanced talents in device
construction, for artists to make graphene as part of their trade, and
even for grade-school students to make their own graphene designs.
The playing field has been leveled. Enter into the wonderful world of
the nanotechnologist and partake in the most fascinating material
discovery of the past 100 years: graphene!
Ruquan Ye
James M. Tour
Autumn 2020
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Introduction*

In 2014, we found that direct writing on commercial polyimide (PI)
films under ambient conditions, using a routine machine-shop CO2
infrared laser scriber, generated 3D porous graphene, which we
called laser-induced graphene (LIG). The process was carried out in
the air with no furnaces or exogenous gases. This was a serendipitous
discovery when Jian “Javen” Lin (now a professor at the University of
Missouri) of our group attempted to lase graphene oxide (GO) upon
a PI film. The laser missed the GO target, and the PI was lased, which
became black. Upon checking the Raman spectrum, Javen noticed
that the PI-bound black material was graphene by the definitive
2D and G Raman bands. Rewardingly, science often affords us with
more than we plan and even more than we hope. We immediately
capitalized upon providence by exploiting the process in a series of
efforts to delineate the scope of this new route to porous graphene.
The rapid transition of this technique to a plethora of application
areas occurred swiftly in laboratories across the globe, many
realizing the utility of this flexible-film-bound graphene foam. The
diversity of transitions has been rewarding and delightful to behold
[1].
The LIG process now extends way beyond writing only on PI.
While many others went before us to laser-treat a host of polymer
film substrates, the predominant laser-induced product to be
reported was amorphous carbon, but never graphene. Indeed,
we found that a focused CO2 laser made clean LIG only upon a few
substrates, fortuitously PI being one of them. We later found that
we could extend the technique to many other films and materials,
including LIG patterns on paper, cotton fabric, and even food, such
as potatoes, coconuts, and bread. Unlike LIG formation on PI using
a focused machine-shop infrared laser, this latter patterning on
diverse substrates generally occurs using multiple laser passes
of the CO2 laser, or just by defocusing the laser by ~1 mm, which
provides an overlapping equivalent to multiple lasings.
*This introduction was taken in part from R. Ye, D. K. James, and J. M. Tour, Adv. Mater.
2018, 1803621.
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Introduction

This LIG technique combines 3D graphene preparation and
patterning into a single step without the need for wet chemicals.
Since the discovery, LIG has attracted broad research interests with
several papers being published per week using this approach, and
their number is growing. These serve to delineate the mechanism
of the LIG-forming process and to showcase the translation into
many application areas. In this book, the strategies that have
been developed to synthesize LIG are summarized, including
the control of LIG properties such as porosity, composition, and
surface characteristics, including hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity,
and the advancement in methodology to convert diverse carbon
precursors into LIG. In some cases, metal nanoparticles are easily
formed in the LIG foam, broadening the scope of the procedure into
new application areas such as catalysis. Taking advantage of the
LIG properties, this book presents applications across broad fields.
The LIG arena is growing so fast that this book can serve only as
an overview to one of the most widely increasing application spaces
among all new materials.

